First Selectman’s Committee to Re-Imagine Greenwich
Approved Meeting Minutes February 14, 2022

1. Welcome
The meeting was called to order at 3:00 PM
Attendance:
- Diana Singer
- Ernst Schirmer
- Frank Rogers
- Janet Stone McGuigan
- Jim Michel
- Lauren Rabin
- Renee Wallace
- Sara Savov

2. Approval of Minutes
January 24, 2022, minutes were not available to approve

3. Old Business
a. Greenwich Avenue Area Parking Maps: Ms. Wallace presented the near final iteration.
   b. Greenwich in Bloom Spring Event: Ms. Rabin introduced our new member Diana Singer who is interested in helping with the event. The sub-committee feasibility team still needs to meet.

4. New Business
a. Decorative Barrier Wrapping: Mr. Michel presented an idea to purchase decorative, consistent wrapping for the concrete barriers that restaurants use for their outdoor dining notes. This would be a cost-effective alternative to purchasing new decorative barriers. The example provided was from Downers Grove, Illinois. The committee was positive about the option and discussed costs in the event this is something Greenwich Forward can fund or fundraise for.
   b. Bruce Museum Hard Hat Tour: The committee has been invited to take a tour of the New Bruce Museum and is in favor of doing so, perhaps in coordination with the Sustainability Committee.

5. Adjournment
Due to 4:00 PM conflict for most, we ended the meeting with taking a vote to adjourn.

Prepared by Lauren Rabin